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Swami: How many people did not understood the movie 
completely?  Forget it?  Christinea? 

Christinea:  (no mic, couldn't hear exactly... something about not 
knowing the language to understand what was happening.) 

Swami:  When I watched first time Air Force One, it was also like 
flight. Oh, it's a hijacking Air Force One and President's flight, and it 
was completely new to me but I just simply, like a boy, simply 
watching, watching, watching... their demands, how they're taking 
off… It's all... it's okay. But it's one percent what they made the 
movie, one percent what they made the Baba movie - just they 
showed his love concept, they showed his gurusthan, and they 
showed his power object brick, the chillum smoking pipe, and the 
way of his dressing, and who was really believing around him, 
they're really dedicated, and they're fighting for the Muslim and 
Hindu... there's no religion, just he's saying there. There's a more 
depth but we'll go through that, but they did a good job. But I hope 
Jesus Christ, his life in future, based on my book and make it really 
accurate as it is - not making any masala.  
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It's not an ordinary place the Shirdi.  Shirdi, it looks to your eyes, to 
your mind, and Baba and his lifestyle whatever it is. No way! He is - 
he is. If you totally committed, yes, totally committed? Yes, he'll be 
there. He'll be there. Like Shirdi Baba, Jesus Christ, and Buddha, and 
Babaji, many saints, Paramahamsa, Ramana Maharshi – all these type 
of characters.  What is the most confusing point to you Lucia? 

Lucia:  About Baba? 

Swami:  Thanks. Yes, we're talking about this. That is the subject.  

Lucia:  How you could have all this compassion and patience? 

Swami:  What? 

Lucia:  Not confusing, I'm wondering how Baba could have all this 
patience and compassion with all the people, all the blocks, all what 
came in front of him? 

Swami:  It's natural. In the Dwarkamai everybody wants to be with 
him in the beginning. In the climax ending, only four, five guys is 
stayed, four, five guys is stayed. Even in my life I've seen hundreds of 
thousands of people. Lot of criticisms, thoughts they want to become 
the number one, the hero, name and fame, it's quite natural. It's a 
quite natural. It takes some centuries to become again, to recollect 
what they done the karmas, negative karmas. 

Lucia:  On the other hand, if we saw Mahalsapati he recognized Baba 
immediately and the mother of Tatya also, how is that possible? They 
just see him and... 

Swami:  He knows it. He knows it. 

Lucia:  Why, how could he... 

Swami:  It's a bond.  

Lucia:  It was there before? 

Swami:  Yea, there is a bond. It's the relationships. That old lady, yes, 
he…they have the bond. He made it, "Okay go and show it, the 
gurusthan."  It's a bond. It's a bond. 

Lucia:  How can we create this bond? 

Swami:  Try. Try.  
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Lucia:  We came here for that. That's why we are here to create this 
bond.  

Swami: You'll see again the Krishna movie, Lord Krishna movie. 
Wow, that is the story. That is the movie you have to watch out. I 
need to translate it and just what is the Krishna he is playing. It's 
quite amazing…Buddha yes, completely different story.  

So it's okay. You go back to your normal places for meditations. You 
continue your sadhana then I might… will come to you tonight or 
tomorrow whatever your process is doing. We'll see what's Baba's 
grace. Don't lose your inspiration. Get fresh up, and start your 
program. Clear?  Good luck.  Have a good night.   

End of Talk 

 


